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Transformation of deuterated ethanol from supercooled liquid into a plastic crystal or rotator phase is
investigated by means of a particular experimental setup combining simultaneously dielectric spectros-
copy with neutron diffraction techniques. We demonstrate that, previous to the growth of the bcc lattice of
the plastic crystal phase, the formation of a precursor or intermediate phase through a liquid-liquid phase
separation takes place. Once this precursor phase is formed, subsequent (plastic) crystalline nucleation
and growth is expected to develop.
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Plenty of natural and daily situations are closely linked
to phase transitions in matter. From an energetic point of
view, the phase transition proceeds when the counterbal-
ance between the internal energy (U) and the entropy (S)
minimizes the free energy F ¼ U TS [1–3]. The liquid-
solid or freezing transitions are referred to as first-order
phase transitions where the quantities derived from the free
energy discontinuously change. In such first-order phase
transformations, the two phases must have a distinct den-
sity, state of order, and free energy at the corresponding
temperature and pressure. Therefore, these are commonly
classified as energy-driven phase transitions. Nevertheless,
other freezing processes can take place via a partial order-
ing of the molecules where the density during the phase
transition slightly changes. The latter is then understood to
be produced by some molecular rearrangements allowing
the stabilization of the new phase due to an increase in
entropy instead of through a minimization of the internal
energy [4]. The transformation of supercooled liquids into
rotational disordered crystals is a well-known example of
these entropy-driven transitions. In this case, an increase
of the rotational mobility (increase of rotational entropy)
provides the necessary stabilization of the growing phase
[4–8]. It has also been pointed out that these small
molecular rearrangements, characteristic of the entropy-
driven phase transitions, typically take place within the
deep undercooled and highly heterogeneous dynamic re-
gime close to the structural glass-transition temperature Tg
[9,10]. In the special case of ethanol, both energy and
entropy-driven phase transitions are detected in the super-
cooled regime depending on the temperature window.
Below the melting temperature Tm and depending on the
thermal history, ethanol exists either as a supercooled
liquid (SCL) (translational and rotational disorder), mono-
clinic crystalline solid (C) (translational and rotational
order), or plastic crystal (PC) (translational order but
rotational disorder). The transformation of ethanol from
the SCL state into a rotational disordered PC was postu-
lated a long time ago by Haida et al. [11] thanks to
calorimetric measurements in the temperature range be-
tween the Tg and the Tm. They detected a metastable
crystalline phase with a small entropy of fusion, allowing
the authors to speculate that this phase belonged to the PC
category. Since this pioneering work, several papers have
appeared that are related to the polymorphism of ethanol
[12–15]. In addition, ethanol is considered a paradigmatic
glass former, extensively studied in the glassy and super-
cooled regimes. Most of these works have been devoted to
the observation of how the state of order of supercooled
ethanol affects its dynamics above and below the Tg
[5,9,16–19]. It has been found that the positional order of
the ethanol molecules modifies the dynamics in a different
manner depending on the time scale explored. While the
microscopic dynamics in the ps regime as explored by
quasielastic neutron scattering is enhanced in the PC phase
in comparison to the SCL, the dynamics in the SCL is
faster at macroscopic-mesoscopic scales as indicated by
dielectric spectroscopy (DS) measurements. This larger
rotational mobility at the ps time scale has been considered
to play a crucial role on the thermodynamic stabilization of
the plastic crystal phase with respect to the supercooled
liquid [4,19]. Another interesting point is the more fragile
character of the SCL than that of the PC. These differences
have been rationalized in terms of the extent of the trans-
lational motions (frozen for the PC) and the strength of the
hydrogen bonds [5,16,19]. It has also been demonstrated
that in both SCL and PC ethanol the rotations dominate the
structural relaxation processes [16].
In this Letter, we directly correlate the dynamic and
structural changes occurring in SCL ethanol during order-
ing into the PC phase. We perform a simultaneous mon-
itorization, in real time, of both the crystal development
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and the dynamic alterations in the amorphous phase. We
accomplish this task, by coupling neutron diffraction (ND)
and dielectric spectroscopy techniques, providing a com-
plete picture of the ordering process of ethanol into the PC
phase [20]. DS has been widely used to study the molecular
relaxation of monohydroxy alcohols, especially for eluci-
dating the microscopic origin of the main Debye process
observed at low frequencies. This strong Debye peak does
not possess the main features of the typical structural or 
relaxation, and different models have been proposed in
order to explain the origin of this Debye relaxation, but
they are always connected to the hydrogen-bonding net-
work dynamics [21–23]. Following the experimental de-
tails described in Ref. [24], we have quenched (cooling
>6 K=min ) liquid deuterated ethanol (CD3CD2OD) into
the glassy state (structural glass) from room temperature
and heated it up above the Tg afterwards (SCL). If the SCL
ethanol is annealed between 105 and 110 K, the PC form is
generated. Finally, PC ethanol tends to crystallize into the
monoclinic phase at temperatures above 115 K. The simul-
taneous ND and DS experiments have been carried out at
the D1B diffractometer at ILL (Grenoble, France) at a fixed
wavelength of  ¼ 2:52 A. A detailed description of the
ND-DS setup can be found elsewhere [20,25]. The trans-
formation of SCL ethanol into the PC phase was studied at
a fixed temperature of 105 K. Selected ND patterns and DS
curves, recorded simultaneously as a function of time, are
collected in Fig. 1. The disordered state of the starting
sample is confirmed by the typical amorphous halo [see
Fig. 1(b)] observed for the initial frames. As the phase
transition advances, the characteristic reflections of the bcc
lattice of the PC phase superimpose to the amorphous halo.
In parallel, as shown in Fig. 1(a) the main dielectric
relaxation peak of SCL ethanol becomes broader and shifts
to lower frequencies during the phase transition.
Deuterated ethanol, when totally transformed into the PC
or rotator phase, exhibits a new dielectric process at lower
frequencies and is considered a fingerprint of its structural
relaxation. Unlike it was reported in a previous work [5], it
is worth mentioning that our dielectric loss data do not
exhibit an isosbestic frequency between the two main
coexisting relaxations. In principle, this finding suggests
that our experimental results cannot be interpreted by a
simple two-phase model. In order to elucidate unequivo-
cally the structure and the fraction of the sample trans-
formed into the PC phase, here we consider the diffraction
patterns as a linear combination of the ordered (NPC) and
amorphous (NSCL) contributions as follows: IðQ; tÞ ¼
NPCðtÞIPCðQÞ þ ½1 NPCðtÞISCLðQÞ, where IPC is the in-
tensity from the Bragg peaks and ISCL is the intensity from
the amorphous halo. A detailed description of the proce-
dure to estimate the weighting factor for each phase can be
found elsewhere [25,26]. As an example of the fitting
procedure of the neutron diffraction patterns, in Fig. 2 we
show the best fit of the experimental data for an intermedi-
ate time of 4.8 h to the linear combination depicted above,
with the corresponding contribution from the SCL and PC
fractions. Resulting from the fitting analysis, the inset of
Fig. 2 displays the fraction of the PC phase (NPC) as a
function of time at 105 K. These results indicate the full
transformation of the SCL into the PC phase after approxi-
mately 14 h. In a first approach, we attempted to describe
the dielectric signal as an addition of two Cole-Davidson
(CD) functions, associated with each of the coexisting
mobile phases. The Cole-Davidson function is a particular
case of the general Havriliak-Negami (HN) equation with
the symmetric broadening parameter b equal to 1. The HN
fitting function is expressed as
00ð!Þ ¼ Im½ð!Þ ¼ Im½1 þð1þ ði!HNÞbÞc;
where HN is the characteristic relaxation time, c is the
asymmetric broadening parameter, and  is the dielectric
strength, the latter being directly related to the fraction of
mobile particles contributing to the relaxation mode
FIG. 1 (color online). Selected snapshots during isothermal
transformation of ethanol into PC phase. Simultaneous dielectric
loss spectroscopy curves (a) and neutron diffraction patterns (b)
are presented during isothermal annealing at 105 K. ND patterns
for every time are represented as a function of the scattering
vectorQ. DS spectra are given for every time as a function of the
frequency. Every pattern was recorded with an acquisition time
of 10 min. Annealing time is indicated in hours.




[27,28]. Firstly, our interpretation of the data as a sum of
two CD processes did not give satisfactory results. In
contrast, a much better description of the data was obtained
when a superposition of two HN functions for the SCL and
PC, respectively, was employed. In a first approach, the
dielectric strength is related to the amount of mobile phase
(SCL or PC in our case) while the fraction of PC (NPC) is
also directly related to the portion of material included in
the bcc lattice and can be estimated directly from the ND
patterns as explained before. Therefore, a straightforward
comparison between the fraction of sample transformed
into the PC phase as a function of annealing time calcu-
lated through either dielectric spectroscopy or neutron
diffraction can be established. Surprisingly, we found that
the values of NPC were noticeably lower (not shown here)
when estimated by ND measurements than those calcu-
lated by the dielectric strength, especially for intermediate
crystallization times. We can tentatively explain this mis-
match if we assume that, although a portion of ethanol
molecules are relaxing at a slower rate as compared to the
fully disorder SCL phase, these are not included in the
ordered bcc lattice yet. Given that the values of PC fraction
are unequivocally obtained by the diffraction patterns, we
proposed a new strategy to describe the dielectric spectra
considering the existence of an additional phase, presum-
ably associated with an intermediate step of the partial
ordering of SCL ethanol into the rotator phase. In addition
to that, the empirical HN is an unphysical susceptibility
function since the zero-frequency limit is not well defined
even though it has been widely used to describe dielectric
relaxation in a broad frequency window, especially for
polymeric systems. Thus, the imaginary part of the
complex dielectric permittivity described by a weighted
superposition of three CD modes is as follows: 00ð!;tÞ¼
NPCðtÞ00PCð!ÞþNPREðtÞ00PREð!ÞþNSCLðtÞ00SCLð!Þ, where
the subscripts stand for the initial SCL and final PC phases,
and also for the precursor (PRE) phase. As stated above,
considering the information obtained by ND is correct and
in order to minimize the number of adjustable parameters,
we performed the fitting of the dielectric spectra using
the values of NPC estimated by the ND measurements. In
Fig. 3(a) we show, as an example, the best fit of the
dielectric spectrum to the weighted superposition function
described above for an intermediate annealing time of
2.5 h. Contributions from the three coexisting phases,
modeled as CD functions, are highlighted by different
colors and give a robust fitting of the experimental data.
As a result of this analysis, Fig. 3(b) shows the time
evolution of the normalized dielectric strength of the
SCL and intermediate or precursor phase relaxations.
The fraction for the PC phase obtained by ND is also
included. The fraction of SCL phase drastically decreases
for the early stages of the partial ordering process. This
period coincides with an abrupt increase of the fraction of
the precursor phase. The amount of molecules in the
precursor or intermediate phase reaches a maximum of
0.5 at approximately 3 h, showing then a monotonic
decrease as expenses of the growth of the final PC phase.
We also correlate the fraction of SCL and precursor phases
to the degree of (plastic) crystallinity in Fig. 3(c). Here, one
can see that, for the early stages, the sample is mostly
FIG. 2 (color online). Selected neutron diffraction pattern
(4.8 h) for isothermal transformation of SCL ethanol into PC
at 105 K. The red continuous line is a fit of the total diffraction
pattern to a linear combination of the measured diffraction
patterns at the initial (SCL, green line) and final (PC, blue
line) times. In the inset we show the time dependence of the
PC fraction.
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Fitting of the dielectric relaxation
curve for annealing time of 2.5 h during transformation of SCL
ethanol into PC at 105 K. Green, black, and blue solid lines stand
for the SCL, interface, and PC phases, respectively. (b) Time
evolution of the fraction associated with the coexisting phases:
 the PC calculated by ND, 4 the interface, and  the SCL.
Normalized total dielectric strength (h) is also shown for
comparison. (c) Normalized dielectric strength to its initial value
for the SCL and interface relaxations of deuterated ethanol as a
function of the PC degree of order. (d) Characteristic relaxation
time for the main relaxation assigned to the precursor phase as a
function of the PC degree of order.




occupied by the starting SCL and precursor phases. In
parallel, the characteristic dynamics of the precursor phase
becomes slightly faster, showing afterwards a moderate
slowing down during the (plastic) crystalline growth phase
as indicated in Fig. 3(d). This panel specifically collects the
dependence of the precursor phase relaxation time as a
function of the fraction of sample transformed into the PC
phase. Unlike it was previously reported by Benkhof et al.
[5], in our case the presence of the precursor phase prevents
the observation of the isosbestic point in the dielectric
spectra. They considered that just two phases coexisted
during the transition, that is, the pure SCL and PC phases.
The discrepancy between the PC fraction estimated by
dielectric and neutron measurements shown by our results
gives further support to our idea that, previous to the
formation of the rotator phase, the growth of an intermedi-
ate phase must take place. However, both pictures might be
reconciled if different crystallization mechanisms are
adopted depending on the sample environment. Here, our
deuterated ethanol is placed in a holder made of anodized
aluminum and the partial ordering of SCL ethanol seems to
be firstly driven by a liquid-liquid phase separation during
the early stages and subsequent homogeneous (plastic)
crystalline growth. During the initial development of the
proposed liquid-liquid phase separation, the relaxation
dynamics of the precursor phase undergoes a slight accel-
eration, probably connected to the breakage or disruption
of the hydrogen-bonding network, and straight afterwards,
as the precursor phase progressively transforms into the
PC phase, it shows a subtle slowing down as indicated in
Fig. 3(d). A similar interpretation has been recently re-
ported to explain the cold crystallization of a polymeric
system like poly(trimethylene terephthalate) [29]. On the
contrary, Benkhof’s results are better suited for an hetero-
geneous nucleation. In this case, they used glass plates
covered with gold as electrodes. Presumably the spreading
of gold particles, isotropically dispersed along the sample,
could act as starting nucleation spots, initiating heteroge-
neously the transition of SCL ethanol into PC form.
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